An introduction to velocity-map imaging mass spectrometry (VMImMS).
This account introduces a new variant of time-of-flight mass spectrometry, termed velocity-map imaging mass spectrometry (VMImMS). While the ion abundances recorded in conventional ToF-MS measurements are highly useful for molecular quantification and structure determination, the final parent and fragment ion yields are Largely blind to the dynamics of the processes in which the ions were formed inside the mass spectrometer. By recording the velocity distribution of each ion in tandem with the mass spectrum, not only can the details of the dissociative ionisation dynamics be unravelled, but the extra dimensions of information can be used for enhanced molecular fingerprinting, separating contributions from ions with identical mass-to-charge ratio and resolving components within mixtures, to name but a few examples. Measuring ion-velocity distributions within a mass spectrometry measurement is not new, but incorporating imaging techniques developed within the reaction dynamics community provides vastly improved velocity resolution for all ions simultaneously in a single-stage instrument. This account provides an introduction to VMImMS, outlines the fundamental instrumentation and detector requirements and the challenges associated with developing the method further, and details proof-of-concept work from our Laboratory on a number of potential applications of the technique.